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COMPARISONOF NASAAND CONTRACTORRESULTSFROMAEROACOUSTICTESTSOF
QCSEEOTWENGINE

H. E. Bloomer, I. J. Loeffler, W. J. Kreim, and J. WoCoats

SUMMARY

The over-the-wing (OTW) Quiet, Clean, Short-Haul Experimental Engine
(QCSEE)was tested both at the NASALewis Engine Noise Facility and at the
contractor's facility. A boilerplate (nonflight-weight), high-throat-Mach
number, acoustically treated inlet and a D-shaped OTWexhaust nozzle with
variable position side doors were used in the tests. Both aerodynamic and
acoustic results of the tests are presented. Some acoustic directivity
results for the type "D" nozzle and acoustic effects of variations in the
nozzle side door positions are included. The results indicate good
agreement with the results previously obtained at the contractor's test site.

INTRODUCTION

As a part of a broad-based NASAprogram to provide a technology base
for future propulsion requirements for powered-lift aircraft, the Quiet,
Clean, Short-Haul, Experimental Engine (QCSEE)Program was initiated by the
Lewis Research Center in 1974 (ref. 1). Two propulsion systems were
designed and built under this contracted program. One propulsion system was
designed for an under-the-wing (UTW) externally blown flap application; the
other was configured for over-the-wing (OTW) upper-surface blowing.
Aerodynamic and acoustic results from tests on both systems are reported in
reference 2. The OTWdesign was reported in references 3 and 4. The initial
buildup of the OTWengine was tested at the contractor's test site and
reported in reference 5. The engine was inspected, refurbished, and
delivered to NASALewis Research Center in June 1977 for further testing.
Other results of testing with the UTWengine at Lewis are presented in
references 6 and 7. In reference 6 is an evaluation of a fan exhaust bulk
absorber acoustic treatment and in reference 7 an acoustic test of the
powered lift (engine and wing-flap) system.

The engine was tested at the NASA-Lewis Engine Noise Test Facility. A
boilerplate, high-throat-Mach number, acoustically treated inlet was
installed and a D-shaped OTWexhaust nozzle which had variable position side
doors was used in the tests which are reported herein.

The 93 408 N (21 000 Ib) thrust engine incorporated many low noise
design features in addition to the "hybrid" (high-throat-Mach number,
acoustically treated) inlet. It has wide rotor-stator spacing, frame
treatment and treated vanes, stacked treatment in the core to attenuate both

, high-frequency turbine noise and low-frequency core noise, and removable fan
exhaust wall panels and a splitter. Details of the acoustic design are
contained in references 8 and 9. The QCSEEin-flight noise goals (fig. i)
for a 152.4-m (500-ft) sideline required all of the aforesaid treatment for
a 610-m (2000-ft) runway. Another acoustic configuration, designated the
"914-m (3000 ft) runway" configuration, was tested and is the only
configuration reported herein. The fan duct acoustic splitterwas removed,



and the core treatmentwas simplifiedby removingthe very deep,
low-frequencytreatment. The engine was run over a range of powers from
flight idle to takeoffrating at two exhaust nozzle side-doorpositions.The
purpose of this report is to compareNASA and contractorresultsof the
engine-aloneaeroacoustictests and to show some test facility and
instrumentationdetails and test procedures. A secondarypurpose is to
discuss the ground-reflectioncorrectionused throughoutthe QCSEE tests,
both with and without the wing and flaps.

APPARATUSAND PROCEDURE

OTW ExperimentalPropulsionSystem Description

The OTW experimentalpropulsionsystem (fig. 2) featured a high Mach
number (accelerating)inlet, a gear driven fan, a fan and stator vane-frame
made of compositematerial, a treatedfan duct with a removablesplitter
ring, a variablegeometryconfluentflow exhaustnozzle,an advanced (F-I01)
core and low pressureturbine, a removabletreated-coreexhaust,top-mounted
engine accessories,and a digitalelectroniccontrolsystem.

The fundamentaldesign criterionwas the engine cycle requiredto meet
the noise objective. Acousticdesign parametersare presentedin table I.
The fan and core exhaust pressureratios were dictated by jet-flap noise
constraintsand by the powered lift requirementsof an over-the-wing
installation.

The fan was a low-pressure-ratio(1.34),low-tip-speed(350.5m/sec;
1150 ft/sec)configurationsized to provide405.5 kg/sec (894 Ib/sec)of
correctedairflow at takeoffconditions. The fan's 28 titaniumblades were
of an aerodynamiccontour capableof conversionto compositematerial in a
flight system. The fan was driven by the F-101 low-pressureturbinethrough
a main reductiongear with a gear ratio of 2.0617.

The fan frame was a flight-weightcompositestructurecomposedof
integralacoustictreatment,casing,containmentring, and fan tip
treatment. Thirty-three integraloutlet guide vanes also acted as
structuralstruts. Core inlet flowpath and mounts for the forwardbearings,
gears, radial drive, etc., were integralwith the frame.

The nacellecomponentsincludeda hybrid inlet providingacoustic
suppressionby means of a high throatMach number (0.79)and integral
acoustic treatment. The boilerplatefan duct and the core cowl were hinged
from the pylon to provide access for enginemaintenance. The D-shaped
confluentflow exhaust nozzle (fig. 3) incorporatedside doors to vary the
area from takeoff (25° open) to cruise conditions The tests reported herein
includeddoor angles of 11-1/2° and 25° open. No actuationsystemwas
providedfor the experimentalengine, so that exhaust areas had to be preset
before starting the engine. A blockertype thrust reverser is shown in
figure 3, but it was not used in these tests.

Engine fuel flow for this programwas controlledby a hydromechanical
control, which scheduledcore statorsand provided starting,acceleration,
and decelerationschedules. Major engine accessorieswere mounted on a
boilerplategearboxon top of the fan frame.
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Test Facility

The engine test stand (figs.4 and 5) was designed specificallyfor tests
of the QCSEE engines. Each enginewas tested alone and also with appropriate
unsweptwing and flap segmentsproperly locatedto simulatethe powered-lift
system of an aircraft in flight. Wing and flaps were mountedwith spans
vertical to minimize flow field ground interference. Since this report deals
only with the OTW engine alone results,the photographs(fig. 4) show the D
nozzle in a position90° from the normal horizontalorientation. Specific
attentionwas made to provideas much clearanceas practicalfrom the inlet to
ground plane to minimize distortionof the inlet flow which cause high blade
stress and extra noise. However, no inlet flow control device was provided.
The engine centerlinewas 4.6 m (15 ft) above grade. A compactA-frame upper
structurestraddledand held the engine (top mounts) and all its accessories.
The stand was designed to enable measurementof forward, reverse, and side
loads. The engine upper stand structurewas hung from flexureplates and
steady-statethrust was measuredby load cells with an estimatedaccuracyof
±1 percentof full scale.

Instrumentation,Data Reduction,and Test Procedure

Two microphonesystemswere employed in the test program,a ground plane
system and an overhead system. The 14 groundmicrophoneswere positionedat
10° incrementson a 45.7-m (150 ft) radius arc. These ground plane
microphonesprovidedflyover plane noise data for the case in which the
aircraftflies directlyover an observer on the ground. The flyoverplane is
shown in figure 6 as the plane AA'B'B. In this plane the angle eF is
measured from the engine centerline AA' to the flyover observerat point
OF. The QCSEE inflightnoise goals, however,are specifiedfor a 152-m
(500-ft}sidelineflyby (as shown in fig. 1). That sidelineplane is the
plane AA'C'C in figure 6. The angle es is measured in the sidelineplane
from the engine centerlineto the sidelineobserver at 0S. To obtain
sideline noise data, five microphoneswere hung from a cable suspendedfrom
two towers,all lying in a plane 900 to the engine axis (fig. 5). The
microphoneswere spaced to correspondto angles between a sidelineobserver
and an aircraft at altitudesof O, 30.5, 61.0, 91.4, and 122 m (0, 100, 200,
300, and 400 ft). A sixth microphonewas locatedto representa sideline
observerat 120° from the engine inlet with the aircraft at at altitudeof
61.0 m (200 ft), which is the estimated locationof maximum sidelineflyby
noise (both takeoff and landing). In this paper data obtained by the ground
plane microphonesrelate to the flyover plane, and those obtainedby the
overheadmicrophonesrelate to the sidelineflyby geometry.

° Bruel and Kjaer 1.27-cm (O.5-in)diameter condensermicrophonesequipped
with windscreenswere used. The ground plane microphoneswere securedto 1.2
by 1.2 m (4 by 4 ft) hard boardswith microphonespointed nominallytoward the
noise source. The paved asphalttest area surfacewas paintedwhite, except
for the region within 15.2 m (50 ft) of the engine center,to minimize
acoustic refractionsdue to temperaturegradientsnear the asphaltsurface.

The data acquisitionsystem used a minicomputerto control the noise and
aerodynamicdata scanners. Noise data from each microphonewere analyzed
on-lineby an automatedI/3-octave-bandspectrumanalyzer (ref. 10). Sound
pressure level spectra (referencedto 2x10-b Pa) were measuredover the
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frequencyrange from 25 Hz to 16 kHz. The digitizednoise data were
transmittedto the computer. Three samplesfor a given correctedfan speed
were reduced separately. The arithmeticaveragewas then adjusted to standard
acousticday atmosphericconditions(77° F, 70 percentrelativehumidity).
The analog noise signalswere also recorded on FM tape for later off-line data
reduction.

Perceivednoise levels (PNL's)on a 152-m (500ft) sidelineflyby with the
aircraftat differentspecifiedaltitudeswere calculatedusing data from the
overhead microphonesystem and the method of reference11.

The measured ground-planemicrophonedata were correctedto free field by
applicationof a -6-dB correctionto each I/3-octave-bandSPL value. For the
overheadmicrophonesa nominal-2-dB free-fieldcorrectionhaa been previously
determinedfrom both analyticaland empiricalstudies. The ground-reflection
characteristicsof each of the overheadmicrophoneswere unique, and a
spectralcorrectionfor each was empiricallydeterminedand appliedin all
cases for this report. These corrections(table II) were significantand are
discussedin the appendix.

During a typical acoustictest the engine was run over a range of powers
from flight idle to takeoff rating at two exhaustnozzle side-doorpositions.
At each steady-statecondition,the aerodynamicand environmentaldata were
sampledperiodicallyduring the noise data acquisitionscan and also
transmittedto the computer. These data includedengine fan and core speeds,
fuel flow, engine pressuresand temperatures,engine thrust,wind speed and
direction,ambient and dew-pointtemperatures,and barometricpressure.
Instrumentationstations are shown in figure 7. Data from the multiple
aerodynamicand environmentalscans were averaged and used by the computer in
the calculationof engine operatingparameters. At the conclusionof the test
point, the noise data and calculatedengine operatingparameterswere
imprintedon a line printer. Data stored in the test and site computerwere
transmittedon commandto a large centralcomputer for storageand detailed
analysis.

Total-pressurerecoveryof the inlet was measured at the fan face (station
2, fig. 7) by means of two traversingpressure probes. The resultsfrom
traversesin and out were averagedand flow-area-weightedby means of an
offlinecomputer programseparatefrom the on-lineprogramreferredto
earlier. The resultingtotal pressurewas then dividedby the ambient
pressureto yield recovery. These tests were done before acoustictesting.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

The aerodynamicresultsfor the high-Mach-numberinlet are presented in
terms of recoveryfactor as a functionof one-dimensionalthroat Mach number.
The aerodynamicperformanceof the engine is shown as correctedair flow and
correctednet thrust as functionsof percent rated correctedfan speed and
correctedspecificfuel consumptionas a functionof correctednet thrust.

The acousticcomparisonof NASA and contractorresultsare displayedas
500-ft sideline 1/3-octaveSPL spectra and as 500-ft sidelineOASPL
directivityplots. The D-nozzledirectivityis presentedin terms of lO0-ft
radius OASPL and in 1/3-octave-bandcomparisonsof flyoverand sideline
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planes. The acousticeffects of nozzle door positionon directivityare
presented in terms of OASPL and lO0-ft radius 1/3-octave-bandspectra.

AerodynamicPerformance

The high-Mach-numberinlet performanceis presentedin figure 8 in terms
of inlet recoveryfactor as a functionof averagethroat Mach number. Inlet
recovery is defined as the integratedaverage of the fan face total pressure
divided by the ambientpressure. The contractor'sdata (ref. 5) are shown as
a dashed line. The data taken during this investigationare shown for the
nozzle areas (1.577m2 and 1.90 m2). The line drawn through these data
points falls below the contractor'sdata by O.1 to 0.2 percent. A possible
reason for this very small disagreementmight be that the ambientwind
directionduring the programfor the aerodynamictests reported herein was
from the rear quadrantwhich can result in greater distortionof inlet flow
distributionand, hence, lower inlet recovery.

Correctedengine inlet airflowis presentedin figure 9 as a functionof
percentof rated correctedfan speed. Again the contractor'sdata (ref. 5)
are shown as a dashed line for both exhaustnozzle areas. The data taken
during this investigationagree remarkablywell with the contractor'sdata
except at high fan §peeds. At 95 percentof rated correctedfan speed, the
large-area(1.901mL) nozzle data fall about 1 percentBelow the
contractor'sdata. The small-areanozzle data (1.577mL) fall about 1.5
percent below the contractor'sdata. This probably is also due to the aft
quadrant ambientwind causinggreaterdistortionat the high fan speeds during
this investigation.

Correctedaxiallymeasurednet thrust is shown in figure 10 as a function
of percentof rated correctedfan speed. Again the contractor'sdata (5) are
shown as dashed lines for both exhaustnozzle areas. The data for both large
and small nozzlesfall higher than the contractor'sdata in this case; the
data fall about 3 percenthigher than the contractor'sdata at 95 percent
rated correctedfan speed.

A possible reason for this increasedthrust for the tests reported herein
is as follows: During early checkouttests for this investigation,it was
discoveredthat fan dischargeair was leakingfrom the D-nozzletransition
joint (see fig. 3) over the range of fan speeds,particularlyat high fan
speeds. The leakageproblemwas then correctedfor the data which is
presented. However, it is possible that leakageoccurredduring those tests
made by the contractorand resulted in lower thrusts.

Corrected specificfuel consumptionbased on axiallymeasured net thrust
is presentedin figure 11 as a functionof correctedaxial net thrust. In
this case the individualpoints are presentedfor the contractor'sdata as
well as the faired dashed lines. The 1.901 mL nozzle area data for this
investigationfall about 3 percentbelow the contractor'sdata (as expected
from the precedingfigure). The data for the small nozzle area (1.577m2)
agree with the contractor'sdata. However, this agreement is based on only
two data points.



Acoustic Performance: Comparison of Contractor and NASAResults

A rather comprehensive report of the OTWengine acoustics was made by the
contractor in reference 5. This report treats mainly comparisons of NASAand
contractor's data. However, because of the differences between the NASAand
contractor's sound arenas and engine mounting orientation (see figs. 4 and 5
and 18-20 from the appendix), only one direct comparison can be made.

The NASAtower microphone directly over the engine referred to as the
30.5-m altitude microphone and the contractor's 90 , 12.2-m high pole
microphone are both at an angular location 90° from the engine center line and
about 7° below the plane of the flat side of the D nozzle. Shown in figure 12
is the comparison of the 152-m sideline i/3-octave spectra corrected to
free-field conditions for these microphones at two engine speeds, 95 and 86
percent of rated corrected fan speed. The nozzle doors were set at 11-1/2 °
open for both sets of data. As can be noted, the comparison of the two sets
of data is excellent for the frequencies where jet noise is dominant and
fairly good for the fan noise frequencies for both power settings. It is
feasible that differences in inlet turbulence contribute to the discrepancies
in fan tones. Estimated jet noise by the contractor (ref. 5) is shown in
figure 12 for reference. Their estimate was based on extensive model and
full-scale engine nozzle tests. It should be noted that the noise spectra is
jet-noise dominated at frequencies below 630 Hz.

D-Nozzle Directivity

Because the microphone arrangements at the contractor's facility and the
NASAfacility were markedly different and because a comparison of matching
microphone data had been good (fig. 12) a unique opportunity presented itself
to compare D-nozzle directivity effects without wing shielding utilizing both
sets of data. The contractor's array of 12.2-m pole microphones (figs. 19 and
20) represents the sideline plane and the NASAground microphones (fig. 5)
represent the flyover plane in relation to the D-nozzle mounting orientation
at the two facilities. These two sets of 152-m sideline OASPLcorrected data
are compared in figure 13 for two engine speeds, 95 and 86 percent of rated
corrected fan speed. The nozzle doors were set at 11-1/2 ° open. For both
engine speeds the differences between the OASPLdata are the greatest at 110 °
from the engine inlet. The flyover plane (NASAdata) noise is greater than
the sideline plane (contractor's data) by about 5 to 6 dB. The general shape
of the curves indicates a propulsion system that is aft jet noise dominated.
The flyover plane is noisier mainly because the 11-1/2 ° open doors create
openings in the nozzle which face the flyover plane. Secondly, the D-nozzle
directs the jet about 14° downward from the engine centerline toward the
engine flyover plane.

The fact that the noise in the flyover plane is greater can be seen also
in figure 14 where the noise data (corrected for ground reflection) from the
sideline microphones at 90° from the engine inlet are shown on a polar plot
with the data from the 90° flyover microphone.

The OASPL(30.5-m lossless) data are presented for three engine speeds:
95, 81, and 65 percent of rated corrected fan speed. The orientation of the
D-nozzle is shown for reference. Note that the OASPLgradually increases from
the sideline to the flyover direction. For example, at 95 percent of rated
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fan speed the OASPL increasesfrom 105.6 at the sidelineat 180° to 111.4 for
the flyover plane at 83°. At the two lower speeds the increaseis not quite
as much. The PNL directivityis essentiallythe same as the OASPL directivity.

The 1/3-octave-bandspectrafor the points at 180° and 83° are presented
in figure 15 for the three engine power conditions. The estimatedjet noise
(ref. 5) at the sidelineplane is also shown for 95 and 81 percentrated fan
speed. At 65 percent the jet noise does not contributesubstantiallyto the
spectra levels. As can be noted the sielinedata followsthe jet noise
estimatefor 95 and 81 percentof rated fan speed at frequenciesup to 800
Hz. Fan noise predominatesabove 1000 Hz. This generalresult had been
previouslynoted in figure 12(a). The flyoverplane noise data, however, are
of higher magnitude. This result is due to the orientationof the nozzle door
openings,which increasethe noise in some I/3-octave-bandsas much as 7 to 10
dB at the two higher power conditions. At 65 percentof rated fan speed, the
increasesare less, from a fractionof a decibelto 4 dB.

Effect of Nozzle Door Angle

Data for a 25° door angle were obtainedto comparewith the data for a
door angle of 11-1/2°. These data are presented in figure 16 on a polar plot

: format like figure 14. The effect on OASPL of opening the doors from 11-I/2
to 25° is very small, less than 1 dB for all the data presented. Opening the
doors has two opposite effectson noise. The jet velocity is reduced
slightly,loweringthe noise and perhaps shiftingthe frequency. However, as
the opening is enlarged,apparentlymore fan machinerynoise and, at low
speeds,more core noise are able to reach the microphones. The net result is
that there is little differencein OASPL at 90° from the inlet over the range
of engine speeds investigated. At 120° from the engine inlet in the flyover
plane, the increase in OASPL for the 25° door angle is measurable (about+1 dB
in OASPL and PNdB). Presentedin figure 17 are I/3-octave-bandspectrafor 95
percent (part (a)) and 65 percent (part (b)) rated fan speed. At 95 percent
rated fan speed noise at the blade passingfrequencyand its harmonicand fan
broadbandnoise contributeto the increasein OASPL for the 25° door angle
position. At 65 percent rated fan speed what could be core noise at the low
frequencybands up to 315 Hz is mainly responsiblefor the increasein OASPL.
The fan broadbandnoise at frequenciesabove 1600 Hz may also contribute. It
should be remembered,however,that this increase in noise is of somewhat
academic interestsince the D-nozzlewas designedto have a wing shieldingthe
noise in the flyover plane. References6 and 8 have shown that the wing
shieldingcan result in a reductionof 1.6 to 2.8 PNdB in the approach and
takeoffpower cases, respectively,for an OTW installation. It should be
noted by nozzle designers,however,that even small gaps in exhaust nozzles
can producemeasurableincreasesin aft radiated noise.

SUMMARYOF RESULTS

The results of the QCSEEOTWengine alone aeroacoustic tests conducted at
the NASALewis Engine Noise Facility can be summarized as follows:

1. The engine aerodynamic performance results essentially agreed with the
results obtained previously by the contractor.



2. A comparisonof the acousticdata obtained at Lewis and at the
contractor'sfacilitywas good.

3. The D-nozzleshape (withoutthe wing) causes up to 6 dB greaterOASPL
in the flyover plane than in the sidelineplane.

4. Even small gaps in nozzlescan producemeasurableincreasesin aft
radiated noise. Increasingthe nozzle angle from 11-1/2° to 25° resulted in
some increasesin measuredfan noise.

5. Ground reflectioncorrectionsfor tower microphonesover hard surfaces
can be significant. Applicationof the perfectlyreflectedground plane model
did not provide sufficientcorrectionfor the data containedin this report.
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APPENDIXA - GROUNDREFLECTIONCORRECTIONS

QCSEEOverhead Microphone System

The overhead microphone array is the key portion of the QCSEEacoustic
measurement system since it provides the basic input for the calculation of
QCSEEin-flight noise levels for rating acoustic performance in relation to
the specified QCSEEsideline noise goals. This overhead array was also useful
in determining the noise asymmetry of the engine-nozzle system (and wing and
flap systems used in other QCSEEtests). The QCSEEengine and wing tests
provided a distributed source relative to the small microphone distances. The
QCSEEengine noise spectra also included very significant low-frequency
contributions from combustors, jet and jet-flap noise, with jet-flap noise
peaking well below 50 Hz. Thus, spectral distortion due to ground reflections
for very low frequencies could not be ignored.

A computer program of the analytical model of reference 12 was employed by
Bruce Clark of NASAto correct the overhead microphone data for a variety of
source distributions. This model assumed a perfectly reflecting ground
plane. These calculations indicated that the net effect of the reflected
signal would be an increase of 1.9 dB for the entire spectrum. However, for
thespecific comparisons to be made in this report, data were available from
tests with the UTWengine so that an empirical correction could be made. This
engine is axisymmetric with the possible exception of the four-flap variable
exhaust nozzle and an inlet slip ring strut, neither of which should have more
than a slight effect on symmetry about the engine axis of rotation.
Corrections derived from these data include complicated effects that might be
due to the engine itself, the engine test stand structure, and the presence
and location of peripheral support equipment (see fig. 2).

The total acoustic system, in addition to the five overhead microphones in
a plane perpendicular to the engine axis at 90° from the inlet, had a
microphone also at 90° from the engine inlet in the ground plane array. A
free-field spectrum was provided by subtracting 6 dB from the measured ground
plane SPL values over the entire spectrum. The spectral correction for each
overhead microphone was then obtained by subtracting each 1/3-octave-band SPL
value from the corresponding free-field value obtained from the 90° ground
plane microphone.

From UTWengine alone acoustic tests, six representative tests points were
selected in which engine power settings varied from approach to takeoff
conditions and for which postcalibration tests indicated high quality data for
the overhead system and for the 90° ground plane microphone. Correction
values for the five overhead microphones which are given in table II are the
arithmetic means of the corrections from the six test runs. Also listed is
the probable error of the mean values. The measured correction values above
i000 Hz for the 61.0- and 91.4-m (200- and 300-ft) altitude microphones are
larger than the expected average correction of about -2 dB, and may indicate
the presence of additional reflection paths.

Tabulated corrections are given in table III for PNL and OASPLfor
representative takeoff and approach power settings. As can be seen, the



ground reflectioncorrectionsvary from 0.2 to 2.8 from OASPL and from 0.9 to
3.7 on a PNL basis. These correctionswere then used for the results
presentedherein.

Contractor'sMicrophoneSystem

The contractor'stest installation(fig. 18) was somewhatdifferentthan
the NASA Engine Noise Facility installation. The engine centerlinewas 3.96 m
(13 ft) above the ground and the D-nozzlewas orientedwith the flat section
at the top contrastingto the NASA installationwhere the engine centerline
was 4.6 m (15 ft) and the flat section (bottom)of the nozzlewas oriented
sidewardtoward the sound field (figs.1 and 2).

The contractor'stest arena (fig. 19) consistedof a leveledsemicircleof
approximately76-m (250-ft)radius with a crushedrock surfacecomposed of
rock sizes of approximately2.5 to 7.5 cm (1 in. to 3 in.) diameter. The
standardfar-fieldmicrophone setup for forward thrust tests consistedof
microphoneslocatedat acoustic anglesof 10° through160° at 10° increments,
on permanentlyfixed towers locatedon a 45.7-m (150-ft)arc and centered near
the fan rotor plane. Standardmicrophoneheight was 12.2m (40 ft) above
ground level, or 8.2 m (27 ft) above engine centerlineheight of 4.0 m (13.0
ft), with a distance from the arc center to microphone locationof 46.5 m
(152.4ft). The 12.2 m (40-ft)microphoneheight was chosen in the early
1970'sto simulatethe groundreflectioneffects experiencedduring flyover
testingwith a 1.22 m (4-ft)microphoneheight.

Additionalfar-fieldmicrophoneswere used during forwardthrust testing
to monitor D-nozzleasymmetryeffects. Three microphoneswere locatedon the
90°, 120°, and 150° poles at engine centerlineheight. A fourth was located
on the 150° pole at a height of 7.8 m (25.6 ft). The locationsof these
microphonesare shown in figures 19 and 20. Measurementsfrom these
microphoneswere reported by the contractor,but only the 12.2-m (40-ft)data
were used in this report.

The correctionsfor ground reflectionswere determinedby the contractor
and are presentedin table IV for the 12.2-m (40-ft)high microphones.
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TABLE1. - ACOUSTICDESIGNPARAMETERS

OTW engine

Fan diameter,cm (in.) ............ 180.4 (71)

Number of fan blades . i i iai i i i i i i !!!i!!!! ......... 28

Number of stator vanes ...... 33 i32 + pylon)
Vane to blade ratio ............ 1.18
Inlet treatmentlength o f n d a e e a i , L D............. 0.74
Rotor-statorspacing,rotor tip chords .............. 1.93

Takeoffconditions:

Fan speed (rpm) .................... 350 5 " 3738Fan tip speed, mlsec if£1sec) ....... • ........... (1150)

Fan pressureratio ................ 0 _5" 1.34Fan weight flow (corrected),kgisec (ibm/sec) ......... "4 5 (894)
Core weight flow (corrected),kg/sec_(IbmZsec)......... 35.7 (78.6)
Fan and core exhaustarea (total),mL (inL) .......... 1.802 (2794)
Fan exhaustvelocity,mlsec (ftlsec) ............... 219 (720)
Core exhaustvelocity,mlsec (ft/sec) .............. 328 (1077)
Bypass ratio .................. 10.3
UninstalledSCS: (ibm).............. i2iooo)
Installedthrust,SLS, kN (Ibf) ............... 90.3 (20 300)
Fan blade passingfrequency,Hz .................. 1744
Aircraft speed,m/sec (knots) . .. ................ 4i.2 (80)

Approach conditions:
Fan and core exhaust area (total),m2 (in2) .......... 1.802 (2794)
Fan exhaust velocity,m/sec (ft/sec).............. 180.4 (592)
Core exhaustvelocity,m/sec (ftlsec) ............. 229.8 (754)
Aircraft speed, m/sec (knots) ................ 41.2 (80)
Installedthrust,SLS, kN (Ibf) _ ........ 58.0 (13 042)
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TABLE II. - MEASUREDTESTAREA REFLECTIVlTYCORRECTIONSFOR

QCSEE OVERHEADMICROPHONESYSTEM

Frequency Simulated152.4m (500-ft)sidelinealtitude

0 30.5m (100ft) 61.0m (200ft) 91.4m (300ft) 121.9m (400ft)

adB P.E. adB P.E. adB P.E. adB P.E. adB P.E.

25 -2.1 0.7 -0.9 0.6 1.3 0.3 -0,7 0.3 -1,2 0,4
31.5 -2.1 .2 -1.2 .4 .5 .2 -1.5 .2 -1.9 .6
40 -1.3 .3 -.6 .5 .7 .5 -.3 .4 -.8 .4
50 -1.2 .4 -1.3 .5 .6 .4 .3 .4 -.9 .3
63 -0.9 .2 -1.1 .4 -.2 .5 -.7 .4 -3.0 .4

80 -.9 .3 -.9 .5 -.5 .4 -.6 .2 -1.8 .3
100 .5 .4 -.1 .4 -.0 .4 -.6 .3 -1.0 .2
125 -.4 .2 -1.0 -.6 .3 -1.3 .3 -1.5 .2
160 .5 .4 -.4 -.6 .3 -1.0 .4 -2.2 .3
200 1.7 .4 1.0 .9 .4 .3 .5 .0 .4

250 -.5 .2 -.5 .3 -1.5 .4 -1.6 .3 -2.2
315 -.4 .2 -.5 .1 -1.7 .3 -1.8 .3 -2.6
400 .6 .1 -.1 .1 -2.0 .2 -1.8 .2 -2.6
500 -1.7 .2 -1.5 .2 -2.7 .1 -3.3 .3 -3.9
630 -.9 .1 .2 .2 -1.2 .1 -2.0 .2 -2.4 .1

800 .9 .2 .1 .2 -1.0 .2 -1.1 .2 -2.3 .3
1 000 -.7 .4 -.7 .5 -2.4 .4 -3.2 .4 -3.3 .5
1 250 .6 .2 -.1 .1 -1.5 .2 -2.3 .1 -3.1 .2
1 600 -1.4 .3 -2.0 .2 -2.9 .2 -3.5 .2 -4.0 .2
2 000 -1.8 .2 -2.7 -3.9 .3 -4.4 .3 -4.9 .4!
2 500 -2.2 -2.8 _ -3.3 .3 -4.6 .4 -4.8 .3
3 150 -1.3 -2.6 T -2.7 .2 -4.0 .3 -4.6 .3
4 000 -.8 -1.9 .3 -1.8 .2 -3.8 .3 -4.3 .4
5 000 -1.3 -3.0 .1 -1.9 .1 -4.2 .2 -4.6 .1
6 300 -1.2 -3.4 .2 -1.6 .2 -4.9 .2 -4.6 .2

8 000 -.8 -3.8 .2 -1.3 .2 -5.5 .1 -4.9 .2
10 000 -.4 .1 -4.3 .1 -.3 .2 -5.7 .1 -5.5 .1
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TABLE III. - EFFECTOF GROUNDREFLEC-

TION CORRECTIONONMEASUREDOASPL

AND PNL AT TAKEOFFPOWER

Simulated Correction Correction
altitude of in OASPL, in PNL,
overhead adB AdB

microphone
system,
m (ft)

0 -0.2 -0.9
30.0 (i00) -i.i -1.8
61.0 (200) -1.3 -2.0
91.4 (300) -2.2 -3.3

121.9 (400) -2.8 -3.7

TABLE IV. - GROUNDREFLECTIONCORRECTIONS

FOR 12.2-m (40-ft) HIGH MICROPHONE

[Corrections are to be added to measured spectra.]

Frequency, Correction, Frequency, Correction,
Hz dB Hz dB

50 +3.0 800 -0.7
63 +5.1 1 000 -.6
80 +2.3 1 250 -.7

i00 -1.4 1600 -.6
125 -3.1 2 000 -.7
160 -0.8 2 500 -.4
200 +2.7 3 150 -.6
250 -2.6 4 000 -.6
315 +1.3 5 000 -.5
400 -1.4 6 300 -.6
500 -.9 8 000 -.5
630 -.3 10 000 -.6
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(a)Bottomof D-nozzle. (b)Topof D-nozzle.

Figure4. - Thrust standinstallationwith OTWengine.
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Figure5. - EnginenoisetestfacilityshowingQCSEEinstallationandmicrophonetowers.
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Figure18. - OTWtest installationat contractor'ssite showingD-nozzle
orientation.
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